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Ashklnd Oil Foundation's $1 million
is klrgest gi,ft in Marshall's history
The Ashland Oil Foundation in
November made the largest single
gift in Marshall University's hi story - a $ I million contribution
to Marshall 's Society of Yeager
Scholars.
John R . Hall , chairman a nd
chief executive officer of Ashland
Oil , Inc., announced the gift during a luncheon in Memorial Student Center attended by governmental, business, education and
community leaders from West Virginia and the Tri-State Area .
" Ashland Oil has supported
education since the company's
founding 62 years ago," Hall said .
" Much of the company 's success
over the years has been made
possible by talented employees,
many of whom have graduated
from regional universities such as
Marshall. We believe the Society
of Yeager Scholars' commitment
to excellence demonstrates that
Marshall University will continue
its leadership role in education.
Ashland is pleased to be able to
make this contribution."
''The impact of this gift is enormous," Marshall President Dale
F. Nitzschke said. " Not only is it a
milestone in Marshall 's history by far the largest single gift we've
ever received - it is a tremendous
boost for the endowment we are
building for the Society of Yeager
Scholars .
"It should come as no surprise
that Marshall's first million-dollar
contribution comes from the Ashland Oil Foundation ," Nitzschke
said . "Over the years, Ashland
has been Marshall's strongest,
most consistent supporter and, before today, had contributed a total of nearly $2 million to the university.
"Indeed, " Nitzschke added ,
"Ashland made the first corporate gift to the Yeager Scholars
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John R. Hall, chairman and chief executive officer of Ashland Oil, Inc., presents a
check to Marshall President Dale F. Nitzschke during a luncheon where Hall announced a $1 million contribution to the Society of Yeager Scholars. The Ashland
Oil Foundation's gift was the largest single gift in Marshall's history.

early thi s year (1986) and that
$25,000 in start-up money was instrumental in helping us get the
program off the ground. John Hall
and the people at Ashland Oil
have been , and continue to be,
very good friends , not only to
Marshall University, but to our entire region," he said.
Beyond the monetary gift, Nitzschke said he was pleased that
Ashland Chairman Hall was lending his personal leadership to the
Society of Yeager Scholars as a
member of the organization's national board of directors.
"Mr. Hall has indicated his
willingness to work with us to open
other corporate doors and that
means a great deal to the Yeager

prog·ram. With that type of support , we can' t fail," Nitzschke
said.
Named in honor of West Virginian Charles E. "Chuck" Yeager,
the daredevil test pilot who was
the first flier to break the sound
barrier, the Society of Yeager
Scholars will recruit each year 20
of the nation 's most gifted students .
They will be provided an enriched , four-year academic program at Marshall, including foreign travel. An endowment fund in
excess of $8 million is being raised
in order to cover costs of the program , including all of the Yeager
Scholar s' college-related expenses.

Marshall President Dale F. Nitzschke
is named 'West Virginian of the Year'
Editor's Note: The editorial board
of the Charleston Sunday GazetteMail selected Marshall President
Dale F. Nitzschke as its West
Virginian of the Year for 1986. The
following story was published in the
newspaper's Jan. 4 edition in
making the announcement of his
selection. This story and the cover
photograph are reprinted here with
the permission of the newspaper.
By NANCY BAKER

In the Wellington Room at Scarlet Oaks Country Club , Dale Nitzschke sits on the edge of his
chair, tense yet energized , like a
runner in the starting blocks.
The president of Marshall University does what he does best.
He talks. Fast and persuasive as
the Gauley River in autumn, the
words free fall. He talks about education, support for education ,
money for education. Education
for the economy. Education for
West Virginia.
Across the table sits a slice of
Putnam County legislators,
school superintendents and businessmen. Nitzschke tells his
guests that the Legislature must
make education its No. I priority.
Only education can revive an ailing
economy.
The salads arrive. Nitzschke
keeps talking. Go ahead , he says,
eat. But he doesn't.
Later, heading back to Huntington and a meeting for which he is
already late , he 's still talking.
"I've lived in other places," Nitzsc hke say . " I've seen education
do it for other states ."
" Dynamic" is how just about
everyone de sc ribes the 49-yearold president of Marshall , who
moved from Las Vegas to Huntington nearly three years ago. Since
then , the 6-foot-4-inch Iowa native
has made quite a name for himself
and for Marshall - a sc hool traditionally viewed as West Virginia's
second university.

Dale F. Nitzschke
Last February, Nitzschke, Gen.
Chuck Yeager and other university leaders launched the Society of
Yeager Scholars in Washington ,
D.C. The scholarship program ,
which begin s this fall, will pay all
expenses at Marshall for 20 of the
nation 's brightest student s. Already , more than 400 applications
and $2 million have come rolling
In.

Nitz sc hke spearheaded an
equally ambitious project last
month - a campaign to make education We t Virginia's top priority.
He traversed the state like an itinerant preacher, sometimes swallowing breakfast , lunch a nd dinner in different counties.
Says Joe Hunnicutt III , Yeager

Scholars founder, "Dale Nitzschke is a blessing to this university in my opinion. He has gotten out
and traveled and been the
spokesman out and around the
neighborhoods of thi s state and
told the story of Marshall University that has never been done
before. ' '
For hi s achievements at Marshall and in the state, the Sunday
Gazette-Mail has named Nitzschke (pronounced Nit-ski) West
Virginian of the Year for 1986.

* * *
Rem sen , Iowa, is hardly more
than a speck on the map. Population 1,592 , it nestles among the
(continued on next page)
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corn fields of northwestern Iowa.
Nitzschke grew up there, just after
the Depression, in a family large
enough - and plenty tall enough
- to start its own basketball team.
"My Dad did a lot of things just to
make enough money to support
eight kids," he recalls.
Nitzschke , the fourth child ,
delivered newspapers and milk,
worked in a grocery store and set
up pins in a bowling alley - a job
that meant dodging an occasional
errant throw.
His mother - all 5 feet 11 inches of her - provided much of the
motivation in Nitzschke's early
life. '' She forced us to do things
that made us realize you can do a
lot of things that you don 't really
have to but really stands you in
good stead when you're making
the decisions yourself about what
you can and what you can't do. "
At St. Mary's High School,
Nitzschke played forward and
center on the basketball team. He
may still hold the school record
for sinking 22 of 22 foul shots in
one game.
He was, however, just an average student. Nitzschke graduated
"right in the middle" of a class of
23 students . Maybe, Nitzschke
adds after a moment of reflection,
he did a little better than that.
Still, no great scholar, he was
less than enthusiastic about college. Had his mother not shepherded him off to Loras College in
Dubuque, Iowa, Nitzschke might
never have gone. "She had my
suitcase packed and everything,''
he remembers. "She was dead
serious."
Nitzschke struggled with college work. After his first year of
balancing a basketball scholarship and classes , he quit the team
and turned his attention to preparing for the priesthood. After two
years in the seminary, Nitzschke
made an about-face and went into
education.
He graduated in 1959 and eventually went on to earn a master's
degree and a doctorate in guidance and counseling from Ohio
University.
Between 1961 and 1980, Nitzschke taught and held a variety of
administrative positions at Loras
College, Ohio University, State
University of New York (SUNY) at
Plattsburgh and the University of
Northern Iowa .
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'The president of Marshall University does
what he does best. He talks . ... He talks
about education, support for education,
money for education. Education for the
economy. Education for West Virginia.'

"'Dynamic' is how just about everyone describes the 49-year-old president of
Marshall, who moved from Las Vegas to Huntington nearly three years ago."

Charles Mitchell knew Nitzschke when he was a dean and associate dean at SUNY. "I felt that
Dale was a dynamic young man
who knew what he was all
about," he says. "I felt that he
was talented, articulate, intelligent."
At Ohio University, the angular,
affable Midwesterner held several
positions, including director of the
Educational Placement Bureau
and associate dean of the College
of Education.
Fred Dressel, a university director, describes him as an "excellent leader" and "a person who
could really get things done."
"Everybody, most everybody,
has a great deal of respect for Dale
- for hi s leadership and administrative ab ility ," he observes.
" He' s done a good job, as far as I

know, in every leadership position
he's been in."
John Unrue, who replaced Nitzschke at the University of
Nevada-Las Vegas (UNLV), says,
"I found Dale to be an extremely
good administrator and one who
did work very hard for academic
standards at the university. Personally and professionally, I admired him very much ."
So did others. A plaque in Nitzschke's office reads: "For One
Brief Shining Moment You Positively Touched The Lives Of
Many People At UNLV and Made
It A Better Place to Work. "
Nitzschke doesn't need coaxing
to show off the plaque, given to
him by the faculty and staff. He
springs from hi s chair, circles
around behind it, and points to
the spot where the plaque hangs

on the wall. "I had a love affair
with that faculty is what I had,"
he says. "We were really a team
working together."
When he was vice president for
academic affairs, Nitzschke
helped draft UNLV's entrance
policy. Two basketball players
failed to make the grade. The Nevada Board of Regents lobbied to
admit the students, who would
join the top-ranked Runnin' Rebels , a team revered throughout the
state. Nitzschke and the faculty

Academic Freedom from the
American Association of University Professors. "That," ·says Nitzschke, pointing to another plaque,
''I'll take to my grave. It's magnificent."
His spirited sparring earned him
something more. Namely, the respect of the West Virginia Board
of -Regents, which was seeking a
vigorous young administrator to
succeed Robert Hayes as president of Marshall. The regents
hired Nitzschke in January 1984.

The evaluation team from the North Central Association of Colleges and Schools
called Nitzschke a "dynamic, articulate, energetic, open and sympathetic chief
executive. . . . "
fought the idea. They won.
Later that year, the regents
drafted a code that would have
robbed the state's two universities and four community colleges
of much of their autonomy. The
UNLV Faculty Senate and Academic Deans Council took up the
fight. The deans drafted a statement opposing the code that became known as the Nitzschke
Document. "The press got involved. The media got involved.
It got bloody."
Nitzschke told the regents he
would resign as vice president if
they approved the code. They
did. He stepped down from the
post. Months later, the regents
changed the code.
That dispute earned Nitzschke
and another Nevada educator the
Alexander Meiklejohn Award for

He took charge of the university in
March.
Nitzschke boasts a -resume a
half-foot deep in awards, accomplishments and affiliations. It labels him a Boy Scout booster, a
man of the year, an outstanding
young man of America and a man
of achievement.
Squeezed in near the bottom is
an item that separates him from
the pack: his membership on the
board of the Elvis Presley Museum and Entertainment Institute.
Elvis fans in Las Vegas wanted a
museum and institute , which
seemed like a great idea to Nitzschke, but it never got off the
ground. "My guess is that it's on
the back burner now, " he says.
Nitzschke came to Huntington
with the energy and enthusiasm of
a Thundering Herd. And plenty of

plans - plans to boost faculty
morale, reorganize the administration , increase community involvement and make Marshall's pres·ence felt statewide. Three years
later, he's made his mark.
At a time when West Virginia
University is losing students , enrollment at Marshall keeps going
up. Average scores on the American College Test entrance exam are
also climbing.
State funding and private donations have increased. Three years
in a row, Nitzschke convinced the
regents to give Marshall more
money than was originally earmarked for the university. During
the last budget session , he requested an additional $1 million.
The regents rearranged their
budget and approved the Marshall request.
Private donations nearly doubled between 1984-85 and the
following year. Says Nitzschke,
"The word is out (on) what a great
investment this is for the state."
The Yeager Scholars program is
blossoming. In less than a year it
has attracted national attention, a
star-studded board of directors
and more than $2 million. Ashland Oil , Inc., kicked in $1 million
- the largest single gift in Marshall's history. Nitzschke, says
Yeager founder Hunnicutt, is "one
helluva front man."
Morale among staff, students
and faculty, once as low as a flag at
half mast, is soaring. Carol Ann
Smith, vice president for academic affairs , says high morale was
one of the reasons she came to
Marshall a year ago. "I could not
believe that the morale could be
that high at any university."
An accreditation team that visited the campus in April was equally
impressed. "Marshall has a
permeating sense of optimism for
the future and a sense that the
university will continue to develop
and improve," their report says.
"There is excellent morale particularly in light of the funding constraints, work loads and low salaries."
The accreditation team, however, warned against too much too
soon. "Enthusiasm," they noted ,
"may cause the institution to embark upon too many new initiatives
without adequate resources. Staff
now is stretched thin."
(continued on next page)
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Television news interviews like this one with Rachel Platt of WOWK-TV
13 in Huntington give President Nitzschke opportunities to tell the public
about Marshall's triumphs and trials.

Nitzsc hke says he has tried to
create an environment where everyone can "stretch · and produce.
To have a place where everybody
can reali ze how important they a re
to the process of education."
The president eats regularly,
and informall y, with students, faculty and staff to di scuss their concerns. " It 's an effort ," he explains, "to say, 'Are we in the
same boat and is it moving along
the same shoreline?' "
In November, Mars ha ll received its strongest accreditation
ever from the North Central Association of Colleges and School s.
The university will not come up for
accreditation for a noth er 10 years.
The evaluation tea m called Nitzschke a " dynamic, a rticul ate , energetic , open a nd ym pat hetic
8

chief executive who has attained
a n unu sual leve l of credibility
a mong facu lty, staff, administrators, co mmunity a nd state leaders."
Marshall 's image on a nd off
cam pus is very positi ve, the report
notes and the university has a n
excellent relationship with people
in Huntington .
That hardl y comes as a surpri se. Seldom doe Nitzsc hke
mi ss an opportunity to meet with
local leade rs or give a speec h for
one of the town's many civic organizations. Speec hes, receptions
a nd dinners often carry the work
day well into the evening. "If I
had my way," he says , "we'd get
the d ays lengt hen ed a nd the
number of days in the week increased. "

Somehow, Nitzschke finds time
to relax with family and frien.ds.
He traded in his basketball for a
racquetball racket years ago . He
plays every Friday afte rnoon with
the head of the fac ulty. And,
Nitzschke admits with a grin , he
usuall y wins.
Morning a nd evening hours are
re served for his wife and their
I I- year-o ld so n , D avi d . The
breakfast hour is his time alone
with David , talking a nd reading
the newspaper. Four other c hildren , from Nitzschke' first marri age, a re scattered around the
country. Linda Nitzschke helps
her husband entertain, acti ng as
host when he is out of town.
Last month , Nitzschke took to
the road on an aggressive, oneman campaign . He crisscrossed

the state trying to convince legislators and leaders to support education .
'' I hope he's more successful
than I have been ," says Delegate
Lyle Satte , D-Ka naw ha, who
heads the Hou se Education Committee. " I think maybe . he will
be ... I think he 's hav ing an impact, a very positive impact."
Sattes says college and university presidents usuall y lobby after
the Legi lature goes into session.
Nitzschke's a pproach - meeting
with senators and delegates before it starts - will probably accomplish more.
Nitzsc hke acknowledges th a t
it 's too early to tell what his campaign will accompli sh. But he
doe s n ' t plan to let it drop.
" There's ju t a whole variety of
things we plan to do to keep education in the ·forefront. .. It ' only
going to get done if we keep the
pressure on .''

At Marshall , he must work continuou ly to maintain morale and
increa e the visibility of the university. Money - getting it and
boo ting it - is al o a truggle.
Salarie at Marshall , like those at
other Wes t Virginia chools , a re
low. Work loads are wearying.
" We are understaffed. We a re
undermanned . I fear that I may be
driving some of them too hard. "
Some fac ulty member are tired
from teaching too many students,
he explains. " It's the workingest
place you've ever seen. "
Nitzschke says he doesn't know
how long he' ll stay at Marshall.
Five years, maybe longer. " Things
in thi s job can go so ur thi s quickly
that they (the regents) may not
want me that long. "
He talks about retiring at 55 and
taking up a new ca reer. Perhaps
he' ll start his own bu siness. He
may also run for the state Senate or
serve on the Board of Regents.

One thing is certain , though. As
long as Nitzschke is president ,
people will be watching Marshall.
And the university will play an increasingly active role in the state.
That's a re sponsibility Nitzschke
doesn' t ta ke lightly.
" There' no greater cause, in my
judgment, that can be of greater
assista nce to the state of West Virginia right now, than education."

* * *
The Sunday Gazette-Mail West
Virginian of the Yea r is selected by
the editorial board members of The
Charleston Gazette.
Members are W.E. Chilton Ill,
Robert L. Smith Jr. , Don Marsh,
Jam es A. Hau ght, Howard Cochran, N elson Sorah, Rosalie Earle,
Jam es Dent and Fanny S eiler.

Nitzschke joins illustrious group of winners
When Marshall President Dale F. Nitzschke was named West Virginian of the Year for 1986 by the
Charleston Sunday Gazette-Mail he joined an illustriou s group of-former winner :
1951 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 -

Okey L. Patteson
Walter S. HaJlanan
Adm . Felix B. Stump
Maj . Charles E. Yeager
Leonard Riggleman
John D . Hoblitzell
M. L. Benedum
William J . Thompson
Jerry West
Sam Huff
Fred Otto
Charles Hodel
Pea rl Buck

1963 - Cyrus Vance
1964 - Sen . Jennings Randolph
1965 - The Rev. Leon Sullivan
1966 - Walter F. Reuther
1967 -The Rev. Hilarion V. Cann
Bishop Fred G. Holloway
Rabbi Samuel Cooper
The Rt. Rev.
Wilburn C. Campbell
1968 - Phylli Curtin
George Crumb Jr.
1969 - Dr. Daniel Hale
1970 - William T. Brotherton
1971 - Dr. John C. Norma n

1972 - Arch A. Moore Jr.
I 973 - Arnold Miller
1974 - Sen. Robert C. Byrd
1975 - Dr. James Harlow
1976 - Dr. James David Barber
1977 - Sen. Robert C. Byrd
1978 - Mary Lee Settle
1979 - Maurice G . Brooks
1980 - Charles Peter
1981 - Sharon Rockefeller
1982 - Arthur Recht
1983 - Jame " Buck " Harle s
1984 - Mary Lou Retton
1985 - Loui se McNeill Pease
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Marshall
Memories:
A labor of love and more . • •
By RALPH J. TURNER

The computer terminal still was
warm from writing and completing
page layouts .when Marshall Alumnus editor .Susan Peyton called.
"Do us a story about how you. put
together a book in. 10 - weeks,"
Susan requested . .
Simple enough ..
But - just what was the story to
be written. about the Marshall
Sesquicentennial. picture· book
project?
"There's this project we'd like
for you to do this summer as part
of the ·university's Sesquicentennial," University Relations Director
C.T. Mitchell said back in the
spring. "We want to publish a pictorial history. of Marshall. It will.
take some digging, . but there.
should be plenty of old photographs around." He said he
thought it would be a big hit with

Dr. Ralph J. Turner received his
A.B. degree from Marshall in · 1967
and his M.A. degree in 1969. He is
a professor in the W. Page Pitt
School of Journalism at Marshall
and completed the research, writing and design for the Sesquicentennial book, Marshall Memories,
a pictorial history of Marshall University, 1837-1987.
10

alumni, students, university employees and friends of Marshall.
''Those old photographs always
draw a lot of interest when we
print them in publications," C.T.
promised:
End-of-semester duties as ·a pro-·
fessor ·in the School of Journalism
- student. projects, final , exams
and grades - had to be wrapped
up. But .by early June, it was time
to tackle the publication tagged
only "Project X" - a pictorial history of Marshall University:
Many questions demanded answers .
What would be the book size?
The format: Horizontal? Vertical?
How would it be organized? By
presidents? By decades·?
Just how many pieces· of art
would. be needed to tell the Mar-shall story. in pictures? How much
copy?
Where would we find the photos?
Sesquicentennial planners wanted a quality publication for the
special · year of 1987. A meeting
with Mitchell and Publications
Director John McKinney provided even . greater enthusiasm and
direction-.
A " hideaway" - a toll boothsize office tucked away in the
basement of the James E. Morrow
Library - proved a wise decision
for a work · place. It was close to

the Marshall archives and served
as a refuge from distractions.
With a "loaner" typewriter
plugged in and plenty of paper and
ribbons on hand, the challenge
was under way.
Off with the tie and sports coat
and on with the jeans and old
shirt. The first day's work would
not be pretty - down in th'e. basement of Memorial -Student Center exploring thousands of photographs stashed in kitchen
cabinet-like drawers in the Office
of Alumni Affairs' mail room.
Drawer after ·drawer of picture
files made apparent the need for a
more informed approach. Thousands of photographs and negatives, but which ones do. we
want? And this was only the beginning . There would be the library's archives, the yearbooks,
old campus newspapers, University Relations' files ; the Huntington
newspaper's morgue, the county library, the historical society, . telephone calls to Marshall history
buffs ....
Reread Dr. Charles H. Moffat's
history, Marshall University: An
Institution Comes of Age, to refresh the mind of key events in the
Marshall story. Get help from
Robert Chase Toole's master's
thesis , History of Marshall College, and Dr. Sam . Clagg's The

Cam Henderson Story. An outline
was developed listing pictures that
might visually present the Marshall story.
The search was on not only for
any photo or art work that proved
interesting, but also for specific
photos - those folks of Maple
Grove who started it aJI in 1837,
such as John Laidley, William
Buffington and James Holderby.
Are there any accurate drawings
of that first log cabin at Mount Hebron? What 's the earliest photo of
Marshall? The early years when
Marshall wa little more than an
elementary school?
What about the Civil War
years? Some accounts claimed the
school closed and served as a federal hospital. Photos existed of
the many stages of Old Main .
Were there some never published
before? What about the chool's
first president, Lawrence J. Corbl y? Townspeople supposedly
staged a parade for him when he
left the university. And there were
those steamboat excursions up the
Ohio River. The 1937 Sesquicentennial year was a time of growth
and celebration. We must have
representative art.
The war years of the 1940s were
unique. Many military personnel
came to campus for training. Most
male students left for war. After
the war, the enrollment swelled as
the veterans returned. Temporary
buildings were erected, including
a trailer village on campus. A prefabricated classroom building was
brought in from Norfolk, Va.
Then there were the bobby sox
and jukebox years of the 1950s
and the old Shawkey Student Union.
Marshall College continued impressive growth and finally became a university in 1961.
There were the years of advancement, conflict and tragedy in
the late '60s and early '70s. Enrollment edged upward. New buildings gave Marshall a true university look. Athletic teams were suspended , students rioted in the
streets over campus drug raids,
and presidents passed through
Old Main in revolving-door fashion. The terrible airplane crash
claimed 75 persons , including
most members of the football
team, coaches, university staff,
friends of Marshall and airline
crew.

But Marshall overcame.
The late '70s and the new decade of the '80s brought hope and
more growth. The university now
had a medical school and other
new colleges. Athletic teams and
academics gained increased respect.
It could be said the photo

files, the yearbooks, the newspapers, the photo collections. It
makes one really appreciate the often unsung work of Lisle Brown
and Cora in the library's Special
Collections.
Frequent conferences with Professor Clagg, the Sesquicentennial

Dr. Ralph J. Turner (center), researcher, writer and designer for Marshall's
Sesquicentennial book, looks over photographs with John McKinney (left),
publications director, and C.T. Mitchell, university relations director. Turner
"eyeballed" 20,000 to 25,000 photos and negatives, narrowing the selections to
about 300.

search had its ups and downs from the alumni files in the Memorial Student Center basement to
the archives in the top of the library. There were trips to The
Herald-Dispatch and calls to river
buffs Jim Wallen and Gerald
Sutphin to identify boats that
took faculty and students up and
down the river for good times.
Professor Walter Felty promptly
brought in some old negatives.
Former President Robert B.
Hayes helped set the time period
of some photos during his administration. The alumni folks freely
opened their files. University Archivist Cora Teel wheeled out cart
after cart of gray boxes and folders - the Catherine Bliss Enslow

chairman, helped keep the project
on target. He also lined up Margaret Gripshover, Department of Geography graduate assistant and a
most capable illustrator. She provided many drawings to enhance
the pages.
University photographer Rick
Haye spent days in the darkroom
copying archives' photos and other borrowed materials needed for
the printer.
No exact count was tabulated,
but a reasonable estimate is 20,000
to 25 ,000 photos and negatives
were "eyeballed" from all sources
in narrowing the selections to
about 300.
(continued on next page)
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Care had to be the watchword.
Some dates on photos proved incorrect by as much as 10 years.
Other information was just wrong.
Historical accounts differed. W.W.
Barron wasn't governor when he
visited campus with the Board of
Public Works in 1959. He was still
attorney general. Richard Nixon
did not speak on campus in 1960 as
one publication reported. What
was correct? Archivist Teel , Marshall veteran Clagg , the informed
Mitchell and many phone calls
produced clarification.

Meanwhile, Dr. George Arnold ,
profes sor of journalism , was
pounding the pavement , cranking
out letters on the typewriter and
developing " telephone ear" with
appeals for advertising to help pay
publication co t .
It was now back to the basement , but this basement in Old
Main hou es McKinney's Office of
Public ations where type setting
and page composition would be
completed. It's a contradictory
setting. Within the stone walls of

The production crew for the Sesquicentennial book included (left to right) Barbara Ransbottom, Rhonda Stennett, and Shirley Dyer. Ms. Ransbottom and Ms.
Dyer, both publications specialists, checked type output and corrected copy. Ms.
Stennett, graphic arts designer, carried out layout instructions.
Photos by Rick Haye

A new computer program arrived just in time to speed the job
of bringing copy and photos together. It sure beat drawing page
dummie by hand . After the photo search and writing were finished , all layout and final writing
were accomplished on a graphics
computer at home. The purchase
of a computer in March proved its
worth.
Cropping and sizing of nearly
300 pieces of art could not be classified as rewarding. It was a necessary task.
12

Old Main is one of the most modern publications production operations at any university. The co mputer s, character recognition
reader and digitized equipment
look like NASA command ce ntral.
The character recognition reader saved lots of tim,e in completing
typesetting for the nearly 200
pages . It's called "capturing keystrokes" because a typographer
doesn' t have to retype the manu script - the machine reads the
typewritten characters. Publications specialists Shirley Dyer and

Ba rbara Ran s bottom checked
type output and corrected copy
the machine didn ' t want to read.
Graphic arts designer Rhond a
Stennett, computer " mou e" in
hand , carried out layout instructions.
August had ru shed in . It was
time for the last phase before
printing .
With so many variables scores of cutlines, chapter openings , dates, name and picture
placement - proof reading became even more critical. Mitchell ,
McKinney, Teel , Beverly McCoy,
University Rel a tion s medical /
technical writer, and I completed
the final checks of copy.
There also were printing specifications - kind of paper, weight of
paper, color costs , photo reproduction quality, number of copies
- and printing bids .
Mitchell , McKinney , Teel ,
Clagg, Arnold, Gripshover, McCoy, Dyer, Ransbottom , Stennett,
Haye, the library, the alumni office , the sports information office
. . . and the support of President
Dale Nitzschke and Vice President for Academic Affairs Carol
Smith . This had turned out to be
a Mar hall "famil y affair."
It was a lot of work, but a new
challenge. And for one who has
two degrees from Marshall , has
been an employee for 18 years and
has had an intense interest in the
sc hool since junior high school ,
greater pride in the Mars hall connection developed in this search
through hi story. It was a " labor of
love. ''
It also was fun .
So, what was the Marshall picture book project all about?
0 In search of. .. ?
0 A labor of love?
0 Magnum P.I. (picture investigator) on the prowl?
0 A family affair?
0 Just plain fun?
" All of the above" seems most
appropriate.
It 's called Marshall Memories, a
pictorial history of Marshall University, 1837-1987 - 5,000 copies
strong.
We hope you ' ll have a much
fun looking at it as we did producing it.

The ideal gift for
MU Alumni and Friends!

ONLY

$10.00
Plus shipping and tax

Marshall Memories
An exclusive, limited edition pictorial history from 1837 to today. A big 176 pages containing
300 illustrations and photos--some never before published.

The official Sesquicentennial anniversary book
MAIL TO: Marshall University Bookstore
5th Ave . & Elm Street
Huntington , WV 25701

Sorry , No CODs
Phone (304) 696-3622

NO . OF
BOOKS

PRICE

TOTAL

(Phone orders 8 a.m . - 4 :00 p.m .)

$10.00

Name
Address _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ __
Please allow 20 days for delivery

EACH

--

Shipping & Handling
$1 . 50 per book
(U.S. only)

-·-

-·-

[ I Check (Payable to : Marshall Univ . Bookstore)
[ I Visa
[ I Mastercard

$ . 50 tax per book

No .

(Applies to W.Va .
residents only)

-

·-

TOTAL

-

·-

Exp. Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __
Signature

The 1937 Flood:

When Old Main was an island

Only four feet of water accumulated in Old Main's basement, but the first floors of these buildings across Sixteenth Street
between Third and Fourth Avenues were inundated. The Ohio River crested at 69.03 feet, 19 feet above flood stage.

By C. ROBERT BARNETT
There was little to distinguish
the weekend of Jan. 16-17, 1937,
from any other mid-winter weekend at Marshall College except

Dr. C. Robert Barnett received his
A.B. degree from Marshall in 1965.
H e is a professor in Marshall's Department of H ealth , Physical Education and R ecreation .
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that it was unseasonably warm.
" It didn't seem like winter," recalled Herb Royer, a retired Marshall coach and professor who in
1937 was a junior English major
and tailback on the footbalI team .
"It was warm and the ground had
thawed."
During that weekend the students were preparing for their final
exams which would begin the
next Thursday, Jan. 21, and run
through Wedne sday , Jan. 27.
Spring semester was to begin on
Feb. 1.

The second semester of the
1936-37 academic year held tremendous promise for Marshall
College because it wa the I OOth
anniversary of the founding of the
school. Centennial. programs were
being planned for later in the
spnng.
In addition , two new dormitory
buildings on the east end of campus were nearing completion. Mi s
Lee Fairchild Bacon , dean of
women, announced that 57 women
had reserved rooms in the women's dormitory which is now

Dormitor-ies Hodges Hall (left) and Laidley Hall (center) were nearing completion and expected to open for
occupancy in February 1937.

Laidley _Hall. Likewise 21 men
had reserved rooms in the men's
dormitory (now Hodges Hall) and
10 others had said, they would
live there but hadn't paid ·the $2
reservation fee. Hoth buildings
were expected to open for occupancy at the beginning of the second semester.
As final exams loomed ahead,
many students went to a movie to
relieve the pressure. Two popular
choices that weekend were After
the Thin Man with William Powell
and Myrna Loy at the KeithAlbee Theatre and Loretta Young
in Ramona, playing at the Roxy
Theatre.
The basketball team, undefeat~
ed in the Buckeye Conference,
was playing at Ohio Wesleyan but
would be home on Tuesday night
against Centre College and Saturday against Ohio University in a
crucial conference clash. Members of the Madrigal Club, a choir
under the di"rection of Professor

Harry Mueller, were preparing for
their annual concert of a cappella
religious music to be presented
Monday evening.
The students · chose indoor activities that weekend because of
the weather. The campus , particularly the area around the dormitory construction, was a sea of mud .
The weather had been unseasonably warm and rain for nearly a
week had saturated the unfrozen
ground.
By Saturday,. Jan . 16, minor
flooding was reported in the upper
Ohio Valley. Few people were concerned , however, because January
was not flood season - floods
occurred later, around March,
when the snow and ice melted
and the thawing ground released
the water it had held all winter.
Besides, the weatherman had
predicted a freeze and snow for
Monday night.
Unfortunately, everyone was
wrong. For the next three days

the weather remained warm ,
reaching into the mid-50s, and
there was a steady downpour.
Those three days of warm weath~
er and rain contributed to the infamous 1937 flood - the worst ever
recorded in the Ohio River Valley.
Despite the warm weather and
rain, the Madrigal concert was a
success on Monday night and the
basketball team. defeated Centre
33-29. on Tuesday. But the Ohio
River had risen to 48 feet 6 inches
in Huntington - only a foot and
a-half below the 50-foot flood
stage. By Tuesday some streets in
the far east and far west of the city
were under water.
On Wednesday, Jan. 20 , the last
day of classes , the Ohio River
passed flood stage. On Thursday
a high temperature of 65 degrees
and heavy rain pushed the flood
waters over the 55-foot mark, nearing the 56.8-foot mark of the 1936
(continued on next page)
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flood. That was the first day of final exams, but the only disruption
at Marshall was the flooding of
the Music Building which wa located on Third Avenue where
Harris Hall is today. Three music
final exam were relocated - one
to the Methodist ·Episcopal
Church and the others to faculty
members' homes. Marshall President James E. Allen announced
that although examination room
assignments may be changed because of high water, the college
would adhere to the original examination time schedule.
On Friday, Jan. 22, the flood
water continued to rise, causing
the closing of the Model School
(lab school located where Prichard Hall is today) and the transfer
of all exams to Old Main , Northcott Science Building or Huntington High School.
The Herald-Dispatch reported
that during an education final
exam Professor Roy .W0ods suggested that ' Marshall form an

eight-oar crew. He was quoted as
aying , " It's beginning to look as if
we could stage an annual regatta
right here on Third Avenue."
Continued warm weather, rain ,
and rising water during the weekend created havoc in Huntington
and brought Marshall to a standstill. By Sunday the water was 63
feet - 13 feet above flood stage.
The entire Huntington river front
was flooded from Guyandotte to
the West End with water three to
six blocks into the city. More than
6,000 Huntington residents were
homeless and refugee centers were
established in school buildings
throughout the city.
Minnie Earle Lloyd , whose son
Charles now teaches in Marshall's
Department of Cla ical Studies ,
was one of those refugees. She
was a senior modern languages
major who lived in Huntington's
West End in 1937. " When the
water came up we moved everything up to the second floor in our
house and .went to stay with

friends in the Walnut Hills section
of the city. The water got five feet
in the first floor of our house and
ruined everything," she recalled.
A writer for The HeraldDispatch described the flood
around the campu area: ' 'Third
Avenue from Twenty-Fifth Street
to Fcmrteenth was a canal with the
water five- and six-feet deep in
many places and Fourth was a duplicate picture except in the east
end of the city. Marshall College's
main buildings climbed out of the
flood on their green knolls ."
Recently Royer described the
scene: "Old Main was like an island and people were going up and
down Third and Fourth Avenues
in boats."
Marshall officials took drastic
steps. President Allen reluctantly
announced the postponement of
final exams and the basketball
game with Ohio University. All of
the women students living in Everett Hall or sorority houses were

As the water rose, boats were the only mode of transportation on Fourth Avenue near campus. Old Main is visible in the
background.
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Ao estimated 28,000 residents, including those in the picture above, were left homeless in Huntington during the 1937 flood.
They sought refuge in centers established in school buildings throughout the city as well as with friends and relatives. Some left
the city until the flood waters receded.

sent home or moved to the women's dormitory section of Old
Main for the flood 's duration.
Dean Bacon reported that the_
dormitory staff was wellprepared
to care for the women; Both gas
and electric service were continued and the kitchen was wellstocked with food. Unfortunately
the water rose another four feet to 67 feet - on Monday, Jan. 25 ,
drowning the heating plant in the
basement of Old Main. The 30
women left in Old Main had to be
evacuated by boat and the build ~
ing abandoned. The Marshall
Business Office temporarily was
moved to the Rob son-Prichard
Building on Ninth Street between
Fifth and Sixth Avenue .
The flood crested on Thursday,
Jan. 28 at 69.03 feet - 19 feet
above flood stage. More than
28,000 Huntington residents now
were homeless, the city's water
supply was contaminated and all
train service was cancelled.
Water was above the level of

the first floor in every Marshall
building except Old Main. Even in
Old Main the water reached four
feet in the basement , flooding the
carpentry shop, book store, and
cafeteria.
One building which was extensively damaged was the Shawkey
Student Union. Cecil Ferguson,
who was the Student Union manager from 1934 to 1945 , recalled:
" When we heard that the water
was coming up we tied the drapes
up on their holders. We had two
pianos - a grand piano in the
main room and an upright in the
west room. We moved the furniture around as best we could and
stacked things on top of the pianos. But we lost just about everything because we had four feet of
water in the building . I went by
every day in a boat and would
look in the window and watch
things floating around in ide."
On Jan. 29 the water began
slowly to recede and on Feb. 3,
after being higher than flood

stage for 15 days , the Ohio returned to its banks. The estimated repair bill for Marshall was
$277 ,221, most of which went to
repairing floors . " The floor in the
Student Union warped so badly it
looked like a roller coaster," said
Ferguson. " The drapes were
saved but the water got in the two
pianos . There was no way to repair
them. We just had to have them
hauled away. It took us about four
months to get back ."
A Parthenon reporter, after
viewing the damage in what is
now Hodges Hall , wrote: " The
white plastered walls were now a
dingy , streaked combination of
water-stained pla ter and caked
oil. Much of the baseboard had
warped and pulled away from the
walls ... the block wood flooring
had floated away from its moorings. All were warped and swollen
beyond repair.' '
(continued on next page)
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The students returned to campus on Monday, Feb. 8, to . register. Second semester classed began on Thursday, Feb. 11. For the
students and faculty , the return to
classes was a joyous reunion.
''We were all so anxious and so
glad to see · each other and to
know we had all survived. Of
course, that was the worst thing
that had happened in our lives, "
said Minnie Lloyd. "l remember
we had to take some of our final
exams, and, of cour e, everyone
had to have typhoid shots. I had
to get my shot just before I had to
take my big Spanish exam and it
was very, very uncomfortable to
take that exam.' '
"Everything was mud-covered

when the water went down ,"
Royer said. " But it was amazing
how everyone pitched in and got
things cleaned up. After a couple
of weeks everything seemed back
to normal .''
The spring semester of 1937 later
proved to be a ·successful one for
the . flood-ravaged campus. The
basketball team finished the season with a 21-8 record and tied for
the Buckeye League championship. On April 2 the Panhellenic
Council held its spring hop in the
repaired Student Union. The Centennial activities held during graduation week were a huge success.
They featured a Centennial Ball
with the famous Paul Whiteman
Orchestra and an historical pageant with 600 per ons taking part.

·F or .the three people interviewed for this article, that spring
was a .time of promise. Cecil Ferguson ,again was managing the refurbished Student Union. Herb
Royer was elected student body
president for J.937-38, and Minnie
Lloyd was ·an honor graduate of
the Centennial cla s of 1937.
That flood 50 years ago was well
remembered by the people of
Huntington . The people who lived
through it all have vivid .memor.ies; others have heard stories.
But for everyone the floodwall ,
built shortly after the 1937 flood ,
stands as a monument to the fear
that the river again will attack the
city.

Dr. Robert L. Britton, professor of geography, rode through Northcott Hall in a rowboat.
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Chaump's no-nonsense football
keeps Herd in national limelight
By JODY JIVIDEN
Shortly after George Chaump
was appointed Marshall U niversity' s football coach Dec. 20 , 1985 ,
he pinpointed the Thundering
Herd's three most acute shortcomings and began to olve them .
Chaump decided that Marshall
desperately needed a quarterback , a tight end , and a weightlifting program.
His ability to eliminate MU's
worst problems was the primary
reason that the Herd cracked the
NCAA Division I-AA Top 20 on
Oct. 27. It was the third straight
year that Marshall's oncebeleaguered football team has
been ranked in the Top 20. After
the Herd's 63-14 Homecoming
rout of Davidson Oct. 25 at Fairfield Stadium in Huntington , Marshall was 5-2-1 and 20th in the
poll.
Chaump's chief task after becoming the Herd's coach was
finding a successor for recordwrecking quarterback Carl Fodor,
whose eligibility expired after the
1985 season.
"The biggest thing we had to
do was come up with a quarterback ," Chaump said. " Quarterback is what it's all about on offense."
Marshall's soft-spoken but indefatigable new coach proved his
recruiting prowess by bringing
aboard no fewer than five - count
'em: five quarterback prospects.
The best quarterbacks turned
out to be John Gregory, a 6-3,
210-pound sophomore from Lake
Worth , F la. , and Tony Petersen, a
6-1 , 201-pound junior from Lodi,
Calif.

Jody Jividen, a 1981 Marshall
graduate, is a writer with the
Charleston Daily Mail .

Head football coach George Chaump

Gregory transferred to Marshall
from Southeastern Louisiana, a
four-year college that competed in
Division I-AA. Gregory started at
quarterback as a freshman at
Southeastern Louisiana.
After the 1985 season, however,
Southeastern Lou isiana dropped
football. Because his school
dropped football, Gregory was eligible immediately at Marshall.
Petersen was a junior college
transfer. He came to MU from San
Joaquin Delta Community College
in California.
Chaump would have been content to find a single good quarterback . He did not expect to find
two. "I was looking for one real
good one," Chaump aid.
It came in extremely handy for
Marshall that Chaump found two
real good ones. Gregory started
the Herd 's first four games but injured his knee during Marshall's
13-13 tie Sept. 20 with powerful

Eastern Kentucky. Gregory underwent arthroscopic surgery on his
knee.
But Petersen took over for Gregory and the Herd did not miss a
beat on its third annual march to
the Top 20.
Chaump's offensive philosophy
is not so outlandish as his predeces. sor's - Stan Parri h preferred a
pass-mad offense. But, Chaump's
offenses are far from dull. Several
times this past season, Chaump
used a bizarre offensive formation
that featured five receivers and no
running backs.
' Tm not a conservative football
coach at all," Chaump said. " I
don't like fanciness and I don' t
like a lot of dipsy-doodle stuff. I
like solid, wide-open football. "
Chaump prefers to adapt his offense to suit the abilities of his
available personnel. " I just feel,"
he said, "that you have to do
(continued on next page)
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what you can do with the people
you have."
Parrish's offense did not feature
a conventional tight end. When
Chaump took over as coach , there
was not a single player on the
roster who remotely resembled a
typical tight end.
Chaump resolved the trouble at
tight end by recruiting junior college star Rodney Barnes , a 6-3 ,
216-pounder from San Diego.
Barnes played last season for San
Mateo Community College in California .
Barnes was one of several receivers who made life happier for the
crackerjack quarterbacks recruited by Chaump.
During pre-season practice ,
Chaump was not confident that
his receivers would be adequate.
"It seemed like in every scrimmage ," Chau mp said, " we
dropped nine or I 0 passes. "
But MU ' receivers improved
dramatically as practice wore on.
"The receivers have come along
better than I ever anticipated,"
Chaump said. "Their mechanics
really developed. Now they have
a concept of defense and they can
make pattern adjustments to get
open."
Split end Mike Barber, a 5- JI ,
163-pound sophomore from Winfield , W.Va., has particularly impressed Chaump. " Mike Barber is
a lot better than I thought he ever
would be, " Chaump said.
Barber this past fall broke Marshall's single-season record for
most yards receiving. After MU's
trouncing of Davidson , Barber
had caught 40 passes for a schoolrecord 810 yards. This was Barber' s first year as a starter.
"He has good hands ," Chaump
said. " More importantly, he has
the quickness, speed and niftiness
to get open. He's very intelligent.
He reads defenses well and makes
the proper pattern adjustments.
Once he catches the ball , he can
run with it. I think he's fast but I
don' t think a lot of people appreciate how fast he is. "
When Chaump arrived at MU ,
he discovered that the Herd 's
players were woefully weak and
badly needed a weight-lifting program. In this era of enlightened
physical conditioning, it's scarcely
believable that Marshall did not
have a weight-lifting program until
Chaump came to Huntington .

''There was no program when I
got here," Chaump said, "and
there were next-to-no facilities ."
Chaump immediately turned for
help to the man who hired him Athletic Director David Braine.
"We got David Braine to buy the
weights," Chaump said.
In the infant stages of Marshall's
weightlifting program, Chaump
stressed strengthening the legs
of the Herd's players. "We put
heavy emphasis on leg drive, "
Chaump said.

Chaump in action

He believes devoutly in the
benefits of weightlifting. "I consider it absolutely necessary,"
Chaump said. "Without it, we
won't get anywhere. There's no
magic in weights - it's just hard
work and time. "
Chaump also upgraded the
coaches' offices.
"We now have two staff meeting
rooms, " Chaump said, "and individual coaches' cubicles for the
assistants. We now have a pretty
nice football complex. We made it
into a pretty good facility. We can
now come in early in the morning
and stay late at night and be comfortable .''
Chaump also got new movie projectors to watch scout films of upcoming opponents. '' We got the
things necessary to do the work ,"
Chaump said.
He was pleased with the enviable publicity that Marshall received for making the Top 20
again.
'
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"The more exposure you get
and the more people who hear
about you," the coach said, "the
more it's going to help you in the
biggest game of all - influencing
players to come to your school.
The name of the game is recruitmg.
"I can tell you right now that if
we hadn ' t gone out and recruited
a couple of junior college players ,
we would not have made the Top
20."
Chaump hopes that he can
maintain his recruiting success. He
plans to have 18 to 20 scholarships
for the 1987 season and will search
hard for linemen .
"We need linemen badly ,"
Chaump said. "And we need a
big fullback and a big tight end.
And you always get one quarterback a year.''
Before coming to Marshall ,
Chaump turned Indiana (Pa.) University into a Division II power.
His last two teams at Indiana were
7-3 and 8-2-1. Before his stay at
Indiana , Chaump was an assistant
to John McKay with the Tampa
Bay Buccaneers of the National
Football League and Woody
Hayes at Ohio State. Chaump also
was head coach from 1962 until
1967 at Pennsylvania's John Harris
High School , where his record
was an incredible 58-4.
Chaump, 50 , has developed
over the years a precise criteria
that he uses to hire assistant
coaches.
"Number I, I try to hire them
on character," Chau mp said. "I
look for decent, good people who
care about other people and think
less of their own interests.
"Number 2, they must care
about the players and be good
teachers .
"Number 3, football must be an
important thing in their lives .
"Number 4, they can't be clock
watchers or clock punchers .
There are no set hours for football
coaches.
"Number 5, they have to have
a good technical knowledge of
football.
"Number 6, they must get alon?
with the players, other coache:
and fans."
In other words , they need to
follow the example of their leader,
George Chaump.

1be Braine in the Athletic Department
By JODY JIVIDEN

David Braine's tenure as Marshall University's athletic director
ha been brief, but he has already achieved two feats that will
endear him to the hearts of the
Thundering Herd's fans for years
to come.
Braine hired football coach
George Chaump, who in hi s fir.s t
season led MU to its third consecutive winning record , and replaced the ugly - repeat: ugly! Tartan basketball court in Henderson Center with a new, wooden
floor.
Chaump's memorable performance in his first year elated Brajne,
who was hired as MU's athletic
director Oct. 10, 1985. Chaump
guided the Herd to a 6-4-1 season
in 1986 and kept Marshall in the
NCAA Division I-AA national Top
20 for much of the fall.
One of Braine's fir t task as
MU 's athletic director was to find
a successor for Stan Parri sh. Only
a few weeks after Braine was hired
Parrish, who compiled seasons of
6-5 in 1984 and 7-3-1 in 1985 , resigned as the Herd 's football
coach to go to Kansas State.
Braine was not prepared for the
hectic activity in which he became embroiled while searching
for Parrish's replacement. Coaches nationwide called Braine to recommend themselves or one of
their assistants or friends.
'' I had no idea about the
amount of phone calls alone that I
would get," Braine said. "It boggled my mind when I got three or
four phone calls every day from
big-name head coaches recommending their assistants for the
job . They wouldn ' t leave me
alone. The calls began at 5 o'clock
in the morning because they were
trying to impress you with how
early they got up to go to work."
Before he became Marshall 's
athletic director, Braine knew
about Chaump's ability. So when
Braine had to hire a football
coach for the Herd , he had
Chaump in mind from the beginning.

David Braine

" Anybody who has been involved in this business for any
length of time," Braine said, " has
a list in his back pocket of people
you would go to."
Braine hired Chaump away
from Indiana (Pa.) University. In
his four years at IUP, Chaump
transformed the school into a Division II national power.
" George wanted to move up,"
Braine said. "He had been at a
Division II school and was ready
to move up. "
Braine must now try to dissuade
Chaump from leaving Marshall for
a more prestigious Division I-A
job .
However, Braine no longer has
to worry about the drab eyesore
of a basketball court that MU
fans, players and coaches used to
endure. The dull , dreary, Tartan
blight wa also rock-hard and
Herd Coach Rick Huckabay attributed many of hi players' injuries to the court's lack of shock
absorption.
The shiny, new wooden floor is
IO times - no, make that 10,000
times - more attractive than the
hideous old one and the number
of leg injuries among Marshall 's
players has decreased appreciably.
But the new basketball court is

not the only costly improvement
that Braine has made in Henderson Center.
" We will always continue to improve our facilities ," Braine said.
"We have already spent a great
deal of money right here in Henderson Center on the wooden
floor and the weight room."
Braine also is proud that Marshall has established an alcohol
and drug awareness program for
the university's athletes.
He also reorganized the Athletic Department staff shortly after
he was hired . The communication
among the staffers in the Athletic
Department has been enhanced
immeasurably.
" We meet once a week ," Braine
sa id , "a nd everybody here
knows what everybody else is
doing. There are no secrets. The
communication is much , much
better.''
Braine came to Marshall from
Fre no State, where he was an associate athletic director. At Fresno Braine worked for AD Jack
Lengyel , who was Marshall 's football coach from 1971 to 1974.
" I learned more from Jack Lengyel in the two and a half years that
I worked for him than I learned
from any of the others ," said
Braine , whose straight-shooter
character has earned the respect
of many Athletic Department staff
members. "I can't ever thank Jack
Lengyel enough. He gave me the
opportunity. "
At MU Braine quickly learned
the staggering difference between
being an associate AD and running
the entire show. The number of
practical, hands-on, small but important daily tasks increases dramatically when the word ''as ociate" disappears from your job
title.
" I have been learning how to
be an athletic director my elf,"
Braine said. " It's a heck of a lot
different from being an associate
athletic director. There's no way
to prepare yourself for the everyday problems that occur."
Braine, however, has been handling the problems with aplomb.
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This limited edition Thundering Herd print, by artist Jerry Hopper of Columbus, Ohio, is available
for sale through the Marshall Athletic Department. The Marshall prints are numbered and signed
by the artist , increasing the value of the print. To obtain this striking scene of Marshall football
and the "Thundering Herd, " call Carol Stewart Carrico, Promotions Director, at 304-696-5277. Print
only $60.00 plus tax.
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GO HERD!
Marshall University Sports1111ear

•

A) SATIN JACKET. #400. Flannel-lined
with multi-color embroidered logo.
Green only. $35.00
• B) PULLOVER SWEATER. #1000
(mens) , # 2000 (womens). 100% Orlon®
with multi-color embroidered logo.
Green or White. $34.00
• C) PULLOVER HOODED SWEATSHIRT.
#798 (youth # 798Y). 50% cotton/50%
acrylic. Green (adult only) or White (youth
and adult). Adult: $16.00 I Youth : $14.50
MAIL TO: Marshall University Bookstore
5th Ave. and Elm Streets
Huntington, WV 25701

•

D) SWEATPANTS. # 1897. 50% cotton/
50% acrylic. Imprint on left leg matches
style #798 to make a complete sweatsu it.
Mix or match colors. $12.50
• E) CREWNECK SWEATSHIRT. #999
(youth # 999Y) . 50% cotton/50% acrylic.
Green or White. Adult: $12.00 I
Youth : $10.00
• F) SOLID COLOR T-SHIRT. # 222 (youth
# 222Y). 50% cotton/50% polyester.
Green only. Adult: $6.25 I Youth : $5.50
Sorry, No CODS

Phone: (304) 696-3622

• G) PA~EL T-SHIRT;&,~~t~

~~nel

only. Adult: $8.75 I
Youth : $6.75
• H) GATSBY HAT. # 701 . Green or White.
Small/Medium or Large/Extra Large. $8.00
• J) CORDUROY CAP. # 376. Green or
Cream. One size fits all. $7.00
K) MESH CAP. #370 . Green or White.
One size fits all. $6.50

Phone orders will be accepted daily-BAM to 4PM
ITEM Color

s

Size

M

L

XL

Qty.

Price TOTAL

Add res'" ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State • - - - - Z i P - - - <>ILC:;:> ;

ADULT Tops: S(34-36) , M(38-40) L(42-44), XL(46-48)
WOMEN Tops: 5(32-34), M(34) L(3S)
YOUTH Tops: S(6-8), M(10:12) L(14-16)

ADULT Pants : S(28-30), M(32-34) L(36-38), XL(40-42)
YOUTH Pants : S(6-8), M(1 0-12) L( 14-16)

Please allow 30 days for delivery

D Check (payable to: Marshall Univ. Bookstore)
D Visa
D MasterCard
No. _ _ __ __ __ _ _ __ _ __

Exp. Date _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ __
Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Shipping/Handling Charges
Total Merchandise
VALUE
ADD
Under $10 ... ............ .. .. .. .... . $2.00
$10-$20 ... ...... .... .... ............ $2.50
$20-$30 ··········· ········· ········· $3.00
Over $30 ....... .... .... ............. $3.75

Merchandise Total _
Shipping/Handling
W. Va. Residents only add 5% TAX
TOTAL

IF YOU DON'T SEE IT . .. ASK! ...
WE PROBABLY HAVE IT!
Prices and minor emblamatic design changes are subject to change without notice.

An important announcement
about your Alumni Association
As Marshall University began its sesquicentennial year, the board of directors of the Alumni Association and
the university administration implemented a significant change in the funding source for the Alumni Association's many programs.
Effective Jan. 1, 1987, the dues structure, which originated in 1972, was eliminated. From now on, funding
for alumni programs will come solely from contributions to the annual fund drive of the Marshall University
Foundation, Inc. , through the Office of Development.
Simply stated, anyone who now makes a contribution to support Marshall University automatically becomes an active member of the Alumni Association. The membership year is from July 1 through June 30 to
coincide with the fiscal year. Anyone who makes a contribution of $300 or more shall be co nsidered a life
member and will receive special recognition . All current active members shall remain so until the expiration of
their annual dues .
Why was this change implemented? Prior to Jan . 1, an individual co uld become an active member by
paying dues in the amount of $15 , or $25 for a couple. Thi s didn't begin to pay for the services and program s
we wanted to provide for our alumni. The membership for the individual or couple ran for one year from the
date the dues were paid, which created a mass ive bookkeeping task.
An evaluation team from the Council for Advancement and Support of Education in Washington , D.C. , visited the campus in 1985. One of the most important recommendations included in its report was: " The current
alumni dues system is archaic and does not meet either the needs of the Alumni Association or the needs of the
university." Current research clearly shows that contributions to the annual fund have repl aced the dues system for alumni programs and for alumni associations in many colleges and universities.
Over the past few months, the active membership committee of the Alumni board of directors, chaired by
Bill Heaberlin , vice presi dent, conducted an in-depth analysis of the objectives, program s and priorities of the
Alumni Association and the means of funding to best accomplish the goals of the Alumni Association and
Marshall University. The committee concluded that the annual dues program was not in the best interest of the
university or the Alumni Association. The revenue generated from dues co nsistently fell short of providing adequate funding for alumni programs .
A dues program implies that people pay a set amount in dues and get "servi ces rendered" in return. This is
not the attitude of our typi ca l Marshall Alumni. To the contrary, our Alumni believe in and support Marshall
University by co ntributing at the level they are capab le of giving.
The Alumni Board of Directors and the University admini stration feel strongly that our sesq uicentenni al year
is the most appropriate time to implement thi s cha nge. We believe the change we are initi ating will be beneficia l to all concerned: individual alumni , the Alumni Association and Marshall University.
We believe the change offers the Alumni Assoc iation , throu gh its 45 ,000 alumni , the opportunity to increase its program s to support Marshall University.
To all dedicated Marshall Alumni who have shown their support through the annual du~s program, and particularly to all life members , we thank you . You have meant a great deal to the Alumni Association and
Marshall University.
Strong alumni support is vital to the future success of our alma mater. We encou rage all alumni to co ntinue
your support by contributing an nuall y to the Marshall University Foundation to the level you are capab le of
givi ng.
As Frank Bartles of Bartles and Jaymes is fond of saying: " Thank yo u for your support!"

_x~~M-

~a~

Keith L. Scott,
Marshall Vice Presid ent
for Insti tutional Advancement

Marc A. Sprouse,
President
Marshall Alumni Association
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